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1> If you wanted to visit the Taj Mahal, what city would you have to go to? 

 
2> What is the favorite food of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles? 

 
3> What is the capital of Sweden? 

 
4> According to the old song Yankee Doodle, what did Yankee Doodle call the 

feather is his cap? 

 
5> Which famous singer passed away on the 25th of June 2009? 

 
6> Which country won the gold medal in hockey at the 2010 winter Olympics? 

 
7> What kind of plane was Amelia Earhart flying when she disappeared? 

 
8> Who recorded the song Coward of the County? 

 
9> Who played the role of Martin Riggs in Lethal Weapon? 

 
10> Which character would you get to meet if you attended the "tea party", in 

wonderland? 
 

11> What happens to the diamond ring in the folk song Hush Little Baby? 
 

12> Upper Deck makes what kind of card? 
 

13> If you were watching the Miami Heat, what sport would you be watching? 
 

14> Which band wrote the smash hit Honky Tonk Woman? 
 

15> What color is wasabi? 
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Answers:  

 

1> Agra - This famous structure is actually a mausoleum.  
2> Pizza - There are four Ninja Turtles. Each one wears a different color.  

3> Stockholm - Stockholm is the largest city in the country.  
4> Macaroni - This song can be sung in a round.  

5> Michael Jackson - Michael was found in his home not breathing. He was 
declared dead at The Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center.  

6> Canada - Both the men's and women's team won the gold medal.  
7> Electra - Amelia disappeared somewhere over the Pacific Ocean.   

8> Kenny Rogers - Billy Ed. Wheeler and Roger Bowling wrote this song.  
9> Mel Gibson - Mel also plays this role in all the sequels.  

10> The Mad Hatter - You would also get to meet the door mouse.  
11> It turns to brass - The song says that if the ring turns to brass, Daddy will 

buy a looking glass.  
12> Baseball - They also sell all kinds of sports related products.  

13> Basketball - The Miami Heat is a part of the Southeast Division in the Eastern 
Conference.  

14> The Rolling Stones - The Rolling Stones released this song in 1969. It was on 
the 'B' side of the hit You Can't always Get What You Want.  

15> Green - Wasabi is often called Japanese Horseradish. 
 
 

 

 

 
 


